
Adapting to supernormal auditory localization cues.
II. Constraints on adaptation of mean response
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A series of experiments was performed in which subjects were trained to interpret auditory
localization cues arising from locations different from their normal spatial positions. The exact
pattern of mean response to these alterations~as a function of time! was examined in order to begin
to develop a quantitative model of adaptation. Mean responses were roughly proportional to the
normal position associated with the localization cues presented. As subjects adapted, the best-fit
slope~relating mean response and normal position! changed roughly exponentially with time. The
exponential rate and adaptation asymptote were found for each subject in each experiment, as well
as the rate and asymptote of readaptation to normal cues. The rate of adaptation does not show any
statistical dependence on experimental conditions; however, the asymptote of the best-fit slope
varied with the strength of the transformation used in each experiment. This result is consistent with
the hypothesis that subjects cannot adapt to a nonlinear transformation of auditory localization cues,
but instead adapt to a linear approximation of the transformation. Over time, performance changes
exponentially towards the best-fit linear approximation for the transformation used in a particular
experiment, and the rate of this adaptation does not depend upon the transformation employed.
© 1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!03406-7#
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INTRODUCTION

A series of experiments described in detail in Shin
Cunninghamet al. ~1998! examined how bias and resolutio
are affected when subjects are trained with ‘‘supernorm
localization cues. While the rationale behind the expe
ments, the experimental protocol, and the experimental c
ditions are described in detail in other papers~Durlachet al.,
1993; Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1998!, earlier results are
summarized here for convenience. In the experiments,
jects were presented with auditory localization cues sim
lated over headphones using head-related transfer func
@HRTFs; for a review of these techniques, see Wen
~1992!#. The goal of the work was to determine if subjec
could adapt to learn a new correspondence between th
calization cues of the physical HRTFs and the reported
muthal position. To this end, subjects trained to identify
azimuthal location of an auditory source whose physical c
normally correspond to a different source position.

Normally, a source at azimuthu and elevationf is simu-
lated by using the HRTF for that position. In these expe
ments, the HRTF used to simulate a source at position@u,f#,
was equal to the HRTF normally corresponding to posit
@ f n(u),f#, where f n(u) is given by

f n~u!5
1

2
tan21F 2n sin ~2u!

12n21~11n2! cos~2u!G . ~1!

The parametern corresponds to the slope of the transform
tion atu50. ‘‘Normal’’ localization cues are presented whe
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n51 @i.e., the functionf n(u) is a straight line of slope one
through the origin#. This mapping is shown in Fig. 1 for th
values ofn used in the experiments.

In order to determine whether subjects could adapt to
remapping of HRTF cues, they were repeatedly tested o
the course of experimental sessions lasting roughly 2 h,
using the ‘‘normal’’ mapping (n51) and then an altered
mapping (n.1). At the end of the experimental sessio
testing with the ‘‘normal’’ mapping was repeated to look f
aftereffects of the learned remapping.

Subjects were seated inside a 5-ft-radius arc of 13 li
bulbs, spaced every 10 degrees in azimuth from260 to160
degrees, which were labeled~left to right! with the numbers
1–13. In each test run, a 500-ms-long wideband click tr
was simulated from each of the possible locations exa
twice, in random order. Subjects were asked to identify
source azimuth corresponding to the simulated source p
tion while facing straight ahead.

In ‘‘training’’ experiments ~experiments T1 and T3!,
subjects were not provided with any feedback during th
test runs. Instead, they were expected to learn about
transformation of localization cues during training runs~in-
terspersed with the test runs! in which synthetic auditory and
real visual light sources were simultaneously turned on fr
one of the 13 possible locations, chosen at random. Du
these 10-min-long runs, subjects were instructed to turn t
heads to face each audiovisual target. Once they faced
target, the light/sound source was turned off and a new r
dom location turned on. In the training experiments, subje
performed two ‘‘normal-cue’’ test runs, five ‘‘altered-cue
test runs, followed by three ‘‘normal-cue’’ test runs.

Training was achieved in the ‘‘feedback’’ experimen
~experiments F3, F3mid, F2, F4a, and F4b! by turning on the
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light at the ‘‘correct’’ location for 500 ms after a response
a test run. In these experiments, each subject performe
‘‘normal-cue’’ runs, 30 ‘‘altered-cue’’ runs, followed by 8
posttraining runs. In all but one feedback experiment,
posttraining runs all used normal cues. In experiment F4b, the
eight posttraining runs consisted of four runs in whichn
50.5 followed by four ‘‘normal-cue’’ runs.

The experimental conditions tested are summarized
Table I. In the previous analysis, bias and resolution w
estimated at various points during the course of the exp
ment using a maximum likelihood estimation technique.
general, bias~a measure of the average error in respon
normalized by the standard deviation in responses! grew
smaller as subjects were exposed to the remapped cues,
sistent with subjects learning the new mapping of phys
cue to source location~Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1998!.
However, errors remained, even after performance had
bilized. In addition, localization errors were not uniform, b
varied with stimulus azimuth. The ability to resolve adjace
response locations showed an abrupt change when
remapping was introduced, as expected: resolution impro
for stimuli which were physically more distinct than in th
‘‘normal’’ mapping ~sources in the front region, as seen
Fig. 1! and decreased for stimuli which were more simi

FIG. 1. Plot of the family of functions used to transform auditory localiz
tion cues. With this transformation, a source from azimuthu was synthe-
sized using the HRTF that normally corresponded to the positionf n(u).

TABLE I. Summary of experiments performed. The altered-cue transfor
tion ‘‘strength’’ @defined in Eq.~1!# is given in the second column. Th
‘‘Exp type’’ describes whether subjects were exposed to training runs
given correct-answer feedback. The number of source positions used i
experiment is given in column 5, and the number of acoustic sources s
lated in the experiment~target plus additional background sources! is given
in column 6.

Experiment n Exp type Position Sources

T1 3 training 13 1
T3 3 training 13 3
F3 3 feedback 13 3
F3mid 3 feedback 7 3
F2 2 feedback 13 1
F4a 4 feedback 13 1
F4b 4, 0.5 feedback 13 1
3668 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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than normal~for n.1, this occurs for sources at the edges
the range!. As subjects adapted to the remapped cues, h
ever, their ability to resolve thesame physical stimuli
showed an overall decrease, indicating that subjects confu
adjacent stimuli more often following training than prior
training. It was shown that the amount by which subje
performance changed depended primarily on the strengt
the transformation@i.e., the value ofn in Eq. ~1!# and the
range/number of source positions presented~Shinn-
Cunninghamet al., 1998!. Conversely, results were largel
independent of the complexity of the simulated audito
field. In addition, changes in bias and resolution after ex
sure to the altered cues were similar for both training a
feedback experiments.

The current paper examines in greater detail how s
jects’ mean responses change over time when trained
supernormal localization cues. One goal of this analysis i
determine why subjects do not adapt completely to the
pernormal cue remapping~i.e., why systematic biases rema
in subject responses, even after subject performance has
bilized!. In addition, the exact time course of changes
mean response is examined in order to help develop a q
titative model of adaptation~Shinn-Cunningham, 1998!.

I. RESULTS

A. Mean response

Subject responses were averaged for each pos
within each run by combining results from the eight identic
experimental sessions performed by each subject. Since
position was presented twice in each run of each session
mean response for each position was the average of 16
sponses. The resulting mean responses were then analyz
see how mean response related to the physical cues pres
to the subjects. An example of mean response for a typ
subject~taken from experiment T1! is shown in Fig. 2. In this
figure, the mean response is shown as a function of
normal-cue location of the HRTFs@f n(u) in Eq. ~1!#. Start-
ing in Fig. 2~a! and examining the panels in counte
clockwise order, the figure shows how mean respo
changes over the course of the experimental session for
same physical stimuli. In each panel, the correct respon
when normal cues (n51) are used are shown by the diag
nal solid line. When transformed cues are used, correct
sponses are shown by the dashed curve@given by the inverse
of the transformation function shown in Fig. 2~a!#. Note that
in this figure, the HRTF locations presented to the subje
range from260 to 160 degrees in panels~a!–~c! and from
approximately280 to 180 degrees in panels~d!–~f!. In the
lower panels, the range of HRTF positions is greater than
range of response positions~260 to 160 degrees! because
the HRTF locations are transformed by the supernormal-
transformation; however, the feedback presented to the
jects trains them to interpret these physical cues as ari
from positions ranging from260 to 160 degrees~examine
the dashed line in all panels!.

Two important trends are seen in Fig. 2 that are evid
for all subjects in all experiments. First, the training with t
transformed cues does affect mean response as expected

-

r
the
u-
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the first two runs, which took place prior to any transforme
cue training, mean response is roughly equal to the cor
response@compare the mean response, filled circles, to
correct response, solid line, for run 2 in of Fig. 2~a!#. Thus,
for these runs, mean response is proportional to the norm
cue locations with a slope of one. As subjects are expose
the transformed cues@runs shown in panels~d!–~f!#, the
mean responses change such that the error in mean res
~difference between mean response, filled circles, and
correct response, dashed curve! decreases, even though
does not go to zero. When tested and trained with nor
cues following exposure to the transformation@run 8 in panel
~c! and 10 in panel~b!#, the mean responses begin to chan
back towards their original pattern.

The second trend seen in the data is that mean resp
is roughly proportional to the location normally associat
with the HRTFs used, even after subjects have been tra
using the nonlinear transformation. This result is most ob
ous when examining Fig. 2~d!–~f!. In these runs, correct re
sponses~as defined by the training given subjects! are non-
linear as a function of the normal-cue source locat
~dashed lines!; however, the mean response is roughly line
~with a y intercept of zero! for the transformed-cue test run
even after 30 min of training with the transformed-cue tra
formation @cf. results from run 7 in Fig. 2~f!#.

B. Test of best-fit hypotheses

The two trends discussed above are seen in the
from all subjects in all experiments. The second observat
that mean response is always proportional to the norma
cation of the physical HRTFs used, was explicitly tested
each subject in each experiment. Two hypotheses were
to fit mean response as a function of normal-cue source

FIG. 2. Plot of mean response for one subject in one experiment
function of the normal spatial position of the auditory localization stim
used. In panels~a!–~c!, localization cues were not transformed and norm
spatial positions ranged from260 to160 degrees. In panels~d!–~f!, trans-
formed localization cues were presented, so that the normal spatial pos
of the cues ranged from280 to 180 degrees. The order of the runs with
the experiment is given by starting in panel~a! and moving counterclock-
wise to panel~b!. The solid line shows the correct response for normal-c
runs. The dashed curve shows the correct response for altered-cue ru
general, mean response was roughly a linear function of the normal sp
position of the stimuli, even in the altered-cue runs~runs 3, 4, and 7!.
Subject adaptation is exhibited by changes in the slope of the line rela
mean response to normal spatial position over time.
3669 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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sition. Under both hypotheses, a single parameter sum
rizes how perceived source position is related to the phys
stimuli in a given run.

The first hypothesis, suggested by the data, was tha
run r , the mean perceived positionp of a source whose
‘‘correct’’ location is u is given by

p~u,r !5k~r ! f n~u! ~2!

for stimulus f n(u), where the value off n(u) is determined
by the altered-cue transformation used in the experiment@see
Eq. ~1!#. Under this hypothesis, changes in subject perf
mance are characterized by changes in the best-fit slopek(r )
with run r . This hypothesis assumes that subjects can
adapt to the transformation completely; instead, the aver
perceived position of the source is constrained to be prop
tional to the normal-cue source positionf n(u). In other
words, rather than adapting fully to the given transformati
the subject adapts to a linear approximation to the trans
mation. For a naive subject,k(r ) should start near 1, indicat
ing that the subject perceives localization cues normally.
the subject adapts,k(r ) should decrease, consistent with th
subject altering his responses to reduce his mean localiza
error. However, some error between mean perceived pos
p(u,r ) and correct responseu will remain, since the imposed
transformationf n(u) is nonlinear but subjects can only ada
to a linear transformation.

An alternative hypothesis is suggested by Eq.~3!. In this
hypothesis, it is assumed that the mean perceived positio
given by

p~u,r !5 f m~r !
21 ~u!, ~3!

where f n
21(u) is the inverse of the functionf n(u) defined in

Eq. ~1! and m(r ) varies between 1 andn. The valuem(r )
51 indicates that subjects perceive source locations in
normal manner. Conversely, the valuem(r )5n is consistent
with subjects adapting completely to the supernormal tra
formation f n(u). Thus, this hypothesis assumes that a
nonlinearity in mean response will take the form of the no
linear transformation used to rearrange the acoustic c
With this hypothesis, subjects achieve zero mean error fo
source positions whenm5n. Partial adaptation occurs whe
1,m,n.

For each subject, run, and experiment, the values ofk(r )
and m(r ) that minimized the mean squared error betwe
measured mean response and predicted mean respons
calculated. For most stimuli, the predicted mean respo
was simply the value ofp(u,r ) predicted from Eq.~2! or ~3!.
However, since responses were constrained to fall betw
260 to 160 degrees predicted responses were also c
strained to fall within the closed interval@260,60# degrees.
Any predictions falling outside this range of possible r
sponses were set to equal the nearest extreme value@i.e., if
the mean response calculated from Eq.~2! or ~3! was equal
to 65 degrees, the prediction used to calculate the me
square error was 60 degrees#.1 The minimum mean squar
error ~in degrees! for the two curve fits were then compare
for each run and subject in each experiment.

Table II summarizes the results of these tests. In gene
both approaches fit the data reasonably well. The aver
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mean square error in the predictions was 1.3 degrees u
the linear curve fit and 1.7 degrees using the nonlinear cu
fit. More importantly, however, in almost all of the cond
tions, the linear curve fit yielded a smaller mean square e
than the nonlinear curve fit. Table II shows that the line
curve fit yielded a smaller mean square error than did

TABLE II. Comparison of linear and nonlinear curve fitting of mean r
sponse. Column 1 gives the experiment number, columns 2 and 3 sho
mean square error~in degrees! for linear and nonlinear curve fits, respe
tively. Column 4 shows the number of cases for which the linear curve
yielded a better fit than did the nonlinear curve fit. Column 5 shows the t
number of cases in each experiment. Column 6 shows the percentage
cases in which the linear curve fit yielded better results. The final row sh
average results across all experiments.

Experiment mse linear msex form Linear better Total cases Perce

T1 1.3 1.5 33 40 82.5
T3 1.7 1.7 41 80 51.3
F3 1.0 1.4 182 200 91.0
F3mid 0.7 0.8 104 160 65.0
F2 1.5 1.6 109 160 68.1
F4a 2.0 3.0 113 120 94.2
F4b 1.7 2.6 113 120 94.2

overall 1.3 1.7 695 880 79.0
3670 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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nonlinear curve fit in 695 of 880, or 79% of the cases. Bo
hypotheses will fit normal, unadapted responses equally w
@i.e., k(r )5m(r )51 yield identical predictions#. Thus, for
runs in which the mean response is near the ‘‘normal’’
sponse~i.e., prior to exposure to the supernormal cues, a
as subjects readapt to normal cues at the end of the ex
ment!, there should be no clear advantage to using the lin

FIG. 3. Plot of best-fit slopek(r ) for each subject in experiments with
active sensorimotor training. Best-fit slope for the transformation used
each experiment is shown by the horizontal dashed line in each pa
Normal-cue runs are plotted against a white background; altered-cue
are plotted against a gray background.

the

t
al
the
s

periment
ainst a gray
FIG. 4. Plot of best-fit slopek(r ) for each subject in experiments with correct-answer feedback. Best-fit slope for the transformation used in each ex
is shown by the horizontal dashed line in each panel. Normal-cue runs are plotted against a white background; altered-cue runs are plotted ag
background. In panel~d!, results are shown for both experiment F4a ~solid symbols! and experiment F4b ~open symbols!, which were identical up through run
32. In experiment F4b, an inverse transformation was used in runs 33–36.
3670Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Constraints on adaptation
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curve fit compared to the nonlinear curve fit; thus, the su
riority of the linear curve fit over the nonlinear curve fit
even more compelling.

Although it is possible that other nonlinear curve fi
might yield even better fits than those found with the line
curve fit described in Eq.~2!, it is unlikely that any other
single-parameter curve fit would provide more insight in
the pattern of subject responses. If there were any nonlin
trends in the mean response, they should arise from the
linear cue transformation employed in the experiment, a
pothesis tested explicitly in the comparison summarized
Table II.

C. Best-fit slope k „r …

These results demonstrate that the mean response
each subject at each point in time can be summarized by
best-fit slopek(r ) defined in Eq.~2!. The fact that mean
response is roughly proportional to the normal-cue posit
of the acoustic stimulus implies that subjects cannot co
pletely adapt to a nonlinear cue transformation. Instead, s
jects adapt to a linear approximation of the nonlinear tra
formation employed. Thus, for the type and length
training used in these experiments, some error will remain
their mean responses. Letkopt denote the slope which wil
minimize the mean squared error in mean response fo
given experiment. Given that mean perceived position
constrained by Eq.~2!, this slope describes the most com
plete adaptation achievable for a given experiment. Thu
subjects adapt as completely as possible,k(r ) should ap-
proachkopt asymptotically over the course of the exposu
period in the experiment. The value ofkopt will depend not
only on the strength of the transformation employed, but a
on the source positions used in the experiment.

Figure 3 plotsk(r ) as a function of runr for each of the
experiments in which active sensorimotor training runs w
used in between test runs, while Fig. 4 plotsk(r ) for the
experiments in which correct-answer feedback was e
ployed during each test run. In both figures, each pa
shows the best-fit values ofk(r ) for each subject with a solid
line. The dashed horizontal line in each panel shows
best-fit slopekopt for that experiment. Runs in which th
altered cues were used are shown with a gray backgro
while normal-cue runs are shown against a white ba
ground.

The plots in Figs. 3 and 4 show that the parameterk(r )
changes with run number, consistent with subjects adap
to the supernormal cues over time. In all of the experime
independent of the experimental conditions, the value
k(r ) approaches a value which is roughly equal tokopt, the
optimal slope for the given experiment. The change ink(r )
is quite rapid; most subjects have slopes near their fi
asymptotic value by the fifth run with altered cues. Wh
subjects are tested with normal cues following t
supernormal-cue exposure period, the value ofk(r ) increases
towards the ‘‘normal-cue’’ optimal value of 1.

While there is substantial intersubject variability in th
absolute values ofk(r ), all subjects showed a rapid chang
in k(r ) over the course of the experiment. In general,
3671 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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asymptotic value ofk(r ) is close to the best-fit slope ofkopt.
In experiments T1, T3, and F3, the same transformation (n
53) and range of positions~from 260 to 160 degrees!
were presented, so thatkopt is equal to 0.6161 in all of these
experiments. Looking at the results across all subjects
these three experiments, the final value ofk(r ) tends to be
equal to or greater than the optimal value ofkopt. However,
there are subjects for whom the best-fit slopek(r ) was actu-
ally less thankopt as well. Given the intersubject variability
the valuekopt is a good predictor for the asymptotic values
slopek(r ). In experiment F3mid, kopt is equal to 0.4565~n
53, but only the middle seven response positions, from230
to 130 degrees were presented!, while in experiment F2, kopt

is equal to 0.7142~n52, all 13 source positions used!. In
these experiments, the majority of the subjects adapt to
ues ofk(r ) extremely close tokopt. Finally, in experiments
F4a and F4b, in which the transformation was strongest (n
54) and all 13 source locations were presented, on aver
the asymptotic values ofk(r ) tend to be smaller than th
calculated value ofkopt50.5646.

In experiment F4b, subjects were presented with a tran
formation of strength 0.5 for four runs~runs 33–36!, then
normal cues for the final four runs~runs 37–40!. In order to
examine the effect of this exposure period, slope estima
from runs 33–40 from experiment F4a ~which was identical
to experiment F4b except that normal cues were presented
runs 33–40! were compared with slope estimates for expe
ment F4b. As can be seen in Fig. 4~d!, results from the three
subjects in experiment F4b ~small diamond symbols! were
indistinguishable from results from the three subjects in
periment F4a ~small circle symbols!, despite the training with
the inverse transformation.

II. FITTING k „r …

The graphs shown in Figs. 3 and 4 imply that changes
mean localization performance can be summarized byk(r ),
which appears to change exponentially towards
asymptotic value. In order to better quantify these results,

FIG. 5. Estimates of initial values ofk prior to exposure to the supernorma
~transformed! cues. Each bar represents the estimate of the initial slope
one subject. The horizontal dashed line shows the expected value of i
slope of 1.0.
3671Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Constraints on adaptation
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values ofk(r ) found for each subject were analyzed to d
termine more precisely how performance changed with tim

A. Initial, unadapted slope

The first quantity to be examined was the starting va
of k(r ). Although some subjects may show a change ink(r )
between the first two runs in the experiment~both of which
use ‘‘normal’’ localization cues!, these changes are relative
small compared to the changes which occur as subjects a
to the intentionally altered cues. Also, while many subje
in experiments T1 and T3 show a tendency fork(2) to de-
crease from the initial value ofk(1), subjects in the subse
quent experiments were equally likely to show an increas
a decrease in slope between runs 1 and 2. For this rea
estimates of the initial slope prior to training with the sup
normal cues were found by averaging the values ofk(1) and
k(2) for each subject.

Figure 5 plots estimates ofS, the initial slope prior to
exposure to altered cues, for each subject in each experim
In order to be consistent with later plots, the data are plo
in a bar graph in which subjects from each experiment
grouped together, and the experiments are ordered on
basis ofkopt, the best-fit slope for the transformation of cu
used in that experiment.

The plot in Fig. 5 shows little systematic dependence
the initial slope on either experiment or on the transform
tion strength used in the experiment. This was explic
tested with a one-way ANOVA, in whichS showed no sta-
tistical dependence on experiment@F(6,1)52.86,p.0.005#.
Although there is no statistical dependence ofS on experi-
ment, there is obvious subject variability in the estimates
initial slope. Subjects in experiments F3mid, F4a, and F4b

tended to have a smaller initial slope than did subjects
other experiments; however, the initial slope values sho
by the subjects in these two experiments is within the ra
of values shown by subjects in other experiments~e.g., note
values in experiment T3 or F2!. On average, across all exper
ments, the initial slope is 0.94, close to the expected slop
unity for subjects hearing normal cues, prior to exposure
altered cues.

FIG. 6. Estimates of asymptotes ofk(r ) during adaptation. The best-fi
slopes (kopt) for the transformations used in each experiment are shown
the horizontal dashed lines. Each bar represents the estimate of the a
tote for one subject.
3672 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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B. Adaptation asymptote

For each subject in each experiment, the asymptote
k(r ) during the altered cue exposure was estimated from
values of k(r ) plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. For the trainin
experiments~shown in Fig. 3!, the asymptote was estimate
as the value ofk(7), thevalue from the final, altered-cue ru
in the experiments. For the feedback experiments~shown in
Fig. 4!, the asymptote was estimated by averaging the va
of k(30), k(31), andk(32), the slopes from the last thre
runs using the altered cues.

Figure 6 shows estimates of the asymptotes~denoted by
A! for each subject in each experiment. In the graph, the d
are grouped according to the value ofkopt, the best-fit slope
fitting the transformation used in that experiment. In ea
group,kopt is shown by a dashed horizontal line. A one-w
ANOVA showed thatA has a clear statistical dependence
the experiment@F(6,1)56.46,p,0.005#.

In order to examine the extent to which the depende
of the asymptoteA on experiment can be accounted for b
differences in the best-fit slopekopt, the estimates of asymp
tote were normalized by the best-fit slope and replotted
Fig. 7. Plotted in this way, the best-fit slope has a value
1.0 for all experiments~shown by the dashed horizonta
line!. When normalized by the best-fit slope in the expe
ment, there is little clear systematic variation in the values
asymptote with experiments. Although the normalized
ymptotes in experiments F3mid, F4a, and F4b all have values
less than 1.0, there are many subjects in the other four
periments for whom the normalized asymptotes is less t
1.0 as well. It is also interesting to note thatS, the initial
slope value, tends to be less in these three experiments
in the other four experiments~see Fig. 5!. This difference
may occur because the subjects in these experiments all
to interpret the ‘‘normal’’ HRTFs@taken from subject SDO
Wightman and Kistler~1989!# as closer to straight ahea
than the nominal position of the HRTF. In other words, no
mal intersubject variability in HRTFs may be responsible
the tendency of subjects in some experiments to h
smaller-than-expected slopes. A second possibility is t
this tendency is the result of training with supernormal cu

y
mp-

FIG. 7. Normalized asymptotes ofk(r ). Each bar represents the estimate
the asymptote for one subject, normalized by the best-fit slope (kopt) for that
experiment. The dashed line is at 1.0, the normalized value ofkopt for all
experiments.
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The three experiments in question~in experiments F3mid, F4a,
and F4b! used supernormal transformations with the smal
values ofkopt and the greatest change in perception fro
normal. Thus, any supernormal training effects would
greatest in these experiments. Training effects can only
plain the tendency for the initial slopeS to be less than one
if it is assumed that training carries over from session
session, a hypothesis that was not evident when exami
the results across sessions. In any case, a one-way ANO
failed to find any statistically significant differences betwe
the values of normalized asymptote in the different exp
ments@F(6,1)52.28,p.0.005#, further implying that inter-
subject variability is the likely explanation for the smalle
than-average slope values in experiments F3mid, F4a, and F4b.
Thus, intersubject variability is the most parsimonious exp
nation for the tendency for both initial slope and normaliz
asymptote to be smaller in experiments F3mid, F4a, and F4b

than in other experiments. Since there is no statistically
nificant dependence of normalized asymptote on experim
the statistical variability in absolute asymptoteA can be ac-
counted for~at least in part! by differences in the best-fi
slopekopt.

From examining Fig. 7, it is also clear that the best
slope in each experiment is a relatively good predictor
the asymptote. The value of the normalized asymptote
close to 1.0 for most experiments. The normalized asymp
averaged across all subjects in all seven experiments eq
0.99, further showing that the best-fit slope in each exp
ment is, on average, equal to the asymptotic value ofk(r ).

C. Rate of adaptation

The rate at which adaptation occurs is quite rapid,
evidenced by the data shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This obse
tion was further refined by assuming that the curves plo
in Fig. 4 changed exponentially~as a function of run! from
their initial values S ~found in Sec. II A! towards their
asymptotic valuesA ~found in Sec. II B! and estimating the
decay value of the exponential. For each experiment,k(r )
was thus assumed to vary as

k~r !5A1~S2A!e2b~r 22!, ~4!

FIG. 8. Rate of adaptationb. Each bar represents the estimate of the ex
nential rate of adaptation~in units of run21! for one subject.
3673 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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whereA is the asymptote,S is the initial slope,r is the run
number, andb is the rate of adaptation~in units of run21!.
With this equation, the slope in the second run equals
initial value ofS. As r increases,k(r ) approachesA asymp-
totically.

Estimates of the adaptation rateb were found for each
subject in each experiment by finding the value ofb which
minimized the mean-square error between the estim
@given by Eq.~4!# and the actual values ofk(r ) which are
plotted in Fig. 4.2 These estimates are shown in Fig. 8 for t
feedback experiments.

It is clear from Fig. 8 that estimates of rate show gre
intersubject variability. Values range from roughly 0.3
1.8. No systematic dependence of rate on experiment o
transformation is evident in the data. A one-way ANOVA o
b confirmed this observation, showing no statistical dep
dence ofb on experiment@F(4,1)51.19, p.0.005#. The
average value ofb ~across the five experiments! equals
0.84 run21. In other words, on average, by the sixth altere
cue test run (r 58), the slope has changed by 99% of t
total change expected after infinite training@from Eq. ~4!#.

-
FIG. 9. Estimate of slope at end of experiment after retraining with norm
cues. Each bar represents the final estimate ofk at the end of the experimen
for one subject. The solid error bar shows the initial estimate of slope
that subject~as shown in Fig. 4!. The dashed line is at 1.0, the optimal slop
for normal-cue runs.

FIG. 10. Difference between initial and final slope (S-R). Each bar plots
the difference between the initial slope estimate and the final slope estim
3673Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Constraints on adaptation
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D. Final slope

The final values ofk(r ) were compared across all ex
periments to determine whether subject performance
turned to normal by the end of the experiment~after retrain-
ing with normal cues!. The final slopeR was estimated as th
value ofk(10) for the training experiments andk(40) for the
feedback experiments. These values are plotted in Fig. 9

In general, values of the final slope are slightly less th
one. In fact, the average value ofR across all experiment
equals 0.82, which is less than 0.94, the average valu
starting slopeS. This is shown explicitly in Fig. 10, which
plots the difference between initial and final slope estima
for each subject. This difference is generally positive, in
cating that subjects have not returned to normal performa
after retraining with normal cues. Of most interest, there
no difference between the results of experiments F4a and F4b,
despite the fact that subjects in experiment F4b were trained
with an inverse transformation for four runs prior to retur
ing to normal cues. One-way ANOVAs showed that neith
final slopeR @F(6,1)50.4211,p.0.005# nor the difference
between initial and final slopes (S-R) @F(6,1)50.711, p
.0.005# were statistically dependent on experiment. Ho
ever, initial slope was statistically greater than final slo
according to a pairedt test @t(56)53.756,p,0.005#.

It is likely that with sufficient time, subjects would re
adapt back to their original state, and the values ofR would
approach the starting slope values ofS. However, the rate of
such a change must be very slow relative to the rate of
aptation to supernormal cues. After eight runs of alte
cues, most subjects had neared their asymptotic level
performance; when returning to normal cues, performa
was significantly different from performance prior to exp
sure to the altered cues. While this difference is statistic
significant, the practical impact of this difference is relative
small. For instance, by the end of the readaptation period
average difference in the mean response for a source a
degrees azimuth is only 1.2 degrees, a change within
average standard deviation in response for a source at
location.

FIG. 11. Estimates ofc, rate of adaptation back to normal cues. Each
represents the estimate of the exponential rate of adaptation~in units of
run21! for one subject.
3674 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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E. Rate of readaptation

Readaptation to normal cues takes place during run
33–40 for the feedback experiments. Since the exposure
the inverse transformation in experiment F4b had no discern-
ible effect on the slope estimates shown in Fig. 4, all five o
these experiments were treated identically in trying to quan
tify how performance changed back towards normal at th
end of the experiment.

As with the adaptation period~runs 3–32!, the slopek
during the readaptation period was fit by an exponentia
curve given by

k~r !5R1~A2R!e2e~r 232!, ~5!

wherer is the run number. The final slopeR was determined
as described in Sec. II D, while the initial value~in run 32!
was determined by the processing described in Sec. II B
Estimates of the ratec were found using the same algorithm
described in Sec. II C.

Estimates ofc are shown in Fig. 11. There is even more
intersubject variability evident in these estimates than wa
seen in the estimates ofb ~see Fig. 8!. In part, this is due to
the fact that the estimates ofc depend directly on the esti-
mates ofR. Estimates ofR depend on only one value ofk(r )
and are therefore noisier than are estimates ofA, which were
derived by averaging three values ofk(r ). In addition, per-
formance had clearly stabilized for all subjects by run 32
during the adaptation period, so that estimates ofA will be
relatively good predictors of the actual final asymptote. It is
less evident that performance during the readaptation perio
had stabilized by the 40th run. If the actual rate of readapta
tion is relatively slow~and performance had not stabilized by
the end of the experiment!, then estimates ofR will be less
than the final asymptote, and estimates of rate will be large
than their actual values. In a number of cases, estimates ofR
are less than many other values ofk in runs 33–39. When

r

FIG. 12. Predictions ofk(r ) for each experiment. Dashed lines replot indi-
vidual subject data, while predictions are given by filled circles and solid
lines.
3674Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Constraints on adaptation
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this occurs, estimates ofc will be extremely large. However
on the whole the estimates ofc shown in Fig. 11 are roughly
equivalent to the estimates ofb shown in Fig. 8. The averag
value ofb, the rate of adaptation, equaled 0.84 run21, while
the average value ofc, the rate of readaptation, equale
0.94 run21. A paired t test found no statistical differenc
between b and c @t(28)50.44, p.0.005#. In addition,
ANOVA analysis showed that there was no statistical dep
dence ofc on experiment@F(4,1)50.08,p.0.005#.

F. Predictions of k „r …

While there is large intersubject variability in all of th
parameters determined in the previous sections, the ave
values of adaptation rate, starting and ending slope, and
malized asymptote appear to summarize results of all exp
ments.

Equations~4! and ~5! were used to predictk(r ) for the
feedback experiments by settingS51.0, the optimal initial
slope;A5kopt, the optimal slope during the adaptation p
riod; R50.82, the average final slope across the five exp
ments; andb andc set equal to 0.84~the average value ofb
across the five experiments!. As such, the predictions shoul
show how a typical, idealized subject adapts over time.

Figure 12 plots the predictions ofk(r ) for each experi-
ment ~solid lines and filled circles!. Individual subject data
from each experiment~repeated from Fig. 4! is shown in the
same figure~dashed lines! for direct comparison.

On average, the predicted curves are quite close to
average results for each experiment. While the predicti
cannot capture the large intersubject variability in the da
the fit is quite reasonable. The predictions lie above the
tual subject data for experiments F4a and F4b; however, for
all other experiments, the predictions fall well within th
range of results seen across subjects in the experiments.
only two free parameters~R, the final slope asymptote, an
b, the rate of adaptation and readaptation!, results from 31
subjects are well summarized.

III. DISCUSSION

Subjects adapt to changes in auditory localization cu
however, there are limits to the adaptation they exhibit.
the current experiments, auditory cues were transformed
ing a nonlinear transformation; however, subjects adapte
a linear approximation of the transformation. The final slo
relating mean response to normal-cue position is roug
equal to the slope of the line which best approximates
transformation employed. This result implies that there m
be limits on the plasticity of human subjects in interpreti
auditory localization cues. In particular, subjects may be a
to accommodate only linear transformations of cues, ra
than being able to adapt to arbitrarily complex remappin

An alternative explanation is that the nonlinearities
the remappings used in the current experiments are not
ficient to cause subjects to adapt to the exact shape o
transformation. Under this hypothesis, subjects may be
pable of adapting to nonlinear cue transformations, but o
if the nonlinearities in the cue remapping are extreme
adapting to a simple approximation of the remapping
3675 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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moves most of the error in subject responses, then there
not be sufficient impetus for subjects to adapt to the m
complex remapping.

If subjects cannot adapt to nonlinear transformations
all, there are fundamental implications about the way
which subjects interpret auditory localization cues. In ad
tion, similar fundamental limitations may affect sensorimo
rearrangement in other sensory modalities@e.g., possible
constraints on visual-motor rearrangement are discusse
Bedford ~1989, 1993!; recent experiments by Schloer
~1997! have shown that adaptation to interpupillary distan
are consistent with this type of constraint as well#. It is in-
teresting to note that subjects, on average, adapted to
best-fit linear approximation of the nonlinear cue transform
tions used in the current experiments~although some system
atic errors in localization judgments, due to the nonlinear
of the employed transformations, remained!. In most previ-
ous studies of auditory adaptation, subjects appeared to a
only partially to sensory rearrangements~e.g., see Freedma
and Wilson, 1967; Freedman and Gardos, 1965; Freed
and Stampfer, 1964a, 1964b; Freedmanet al., 1967; Freed-
man and Zacks, 1964; Held, 1955; Kalil and Freedm
1967; Lackner, 1974; Mikaelian, 1974; Mikaelian and Ru
sotti, 1972!. This apparent failure to adapt completely m
be the result of an inability to adapt perfectly to the type
transformation employed.

In any case, for the current experiments, the single va
of the slopek(r ) ~relating physical cue to mean respons!
summarizes the adaptive state of the subject during runr .
Subject adaptation is exhibited by exponential changes
slopek(r ) from a ‘‘normal’’ value of 1.0 at the beginning o
the experiment towards an asymptotic value roughly equa
the best-fit slope~assuming that mean response was c
strained to be proportional to the normal location of t
physical stimuli!. At the end of the experiment, the slop
changes back towards the nominal value of 1.0, but app
to asymptote to a level less than the normal value~or perhaps
to change extremely slowly back toward the value of 1.0!.

While there is large intersubject variability, a simple e
ponential model of the changes ink(r ) with run r was able
to fit the data across all the experiments relatively well.
this model, subjects begin withk51. As training proceeds,k
changes exponentially towards the best-fit slope for
transformation used in the experiment with an estimated
of 0.84 run21. At the end of the experiment,k changes ex-
ponentially toward an asymptotic value near 0.82 at roug
the same rate of 0.84 run21.3 Two free parameters, the rat
of adaptation~assumed equal to the rate of readaptation! and
the final asymptote were used to fit data for five separ
experiments.
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1This approach to dealing with the edges of the response range is not
fect. In particular, subjects will only have a mean response equal to
most extreme response if theyalwaysrespond with that extreme value. I
practice, subjects always show some variability in their responses, so
the mean response for all sources~even those whose actual mean perceiv
position is outside the range of responses! will never equal either of the
most extreme response values. By setting the predictions exactly equ
the extreme response values, there will be a tendency for the least-s
error fits to underestimate slopek(r ) and overestimate transformatio
strengthm(r ). However, this method of processing the data is the m
tractable, consistent method for estimating all response values.

2Rates were not found for subjects in experiments T1 and T3. In these ex-
periments, rate will not be directly comparable to the rates for the rem
ing experiments due to differences in the experimental methods. In ex
ments T1 and T3, active sensorimotor training occurs between runs, wh
in experiments F3, F3mid, F2, F4a, and F4b training ~via correct answer feed-
back! occurs during each run. Thus, both the absolute time between
and the amount of training occurring from run to run are not equivalen
the training experiments and the feedback experiments.

3An alternative fit to the data in the readaptation period could be made
assuming that performance asymptotes back towards one. With thi
sumption, the rate of readaptation would be an order of magnitude slo
than the rate of adaptation.
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